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Record TV selects and signs multi-year
agreement with Eutelsat, leveraging
unparalleled coverage of EUTELSAT 65
West A following C-band re-purposing in
Brazil

• Multi-year contract leveraging EUTELSAT 65 West A’s
unparalleled coverage of Brazil

• Avoiding interferences generated by 5G rollout currently
underway in Brazil

• Benefiting from Eutelsat’s ‘Planned C-Band’ solution to assure a



seamless and cost-effective migration of service

Paris, 12 April 2023 – RecordTV has signed a multi-year contract with
Eutelsat Communications (Euronext Paris: ETL) for capacity on its EUTELSAT
65 West A satellite. RecordTV is a Brazilian media company focused on the
content production and its distribution in Brazil and internationally. RecordTV
is one of the largest TV networks in Brazil.

The partnership enables RecordTV to seamlessly migrate 15 HD channels to
the EUTELSAT 65 West A satellite, avoiding interferences generated from the
rollout of 5G currently underway in the country. Brazil is implementing 5G
within the 3.5GHz band, which is currently used to support satellite TV
services in the C-band. EUTELSAT 65 West A’s planned C-band is a unique
frequency range that is not affected by the 5G rollout. The decision was
supported by an extensive analysis conducted by the technical team of
RecordTV endorsing EUTELSAT 65 WestT A planned C-band as free of
potential 5G interference.

The migration of services took place under Eutelsat’s ‘Planned C-Band’
solution, developed to offer Brazilian broadcasters a simple procedure to
adapt or replace equipment and repoint antennas to the orbital 65°W
position. Planned C band is also named as C-band AP30B frequencies, with
frequencies ranging from 4.5GHz to 4.8GHz, starting 800MHz above from 5G
frequencies in Brazil. EUTELSAT 65 West A thus enables a cost-efficient
geographic expansion for broadcasters as filters do not require to be installed
to avoid 5G interference.

Commenting on the contract, José Ignacio González-Núñez, Eutelsat Americas
Video Senior Vice President, said: “We are delighted to welcome RecordTV to
EUTELSAT 65 West A. Our ‘Planned C-Band’ solution offers a seamless and cost-
effective proposition for Brazilian broadcasters required to migrate their signals
out of the lower end of the C-Band spectrum, while offering them unparalleled
coverage of the Brazilian market. This choice made by RecordTV strengthens
EUTELSAT 65 West A’s video neighbourhood as well as Eutelsat Video services.”

Geraldo Marques, broadcast engineer of RecordTV said: “As one of Brazil's
largest TV networks, RecordTV requires robust content distribution over satellite.
With over a hundred of TV stations spread all over the Brazilian territory, we
reach audiences nationwide, and we need to ensure a premium service for viewers
demanding the highest quality of reception. We are pleasure to have Eutelsat as



one of the main partners.”

About Eutelsat Communications

Founded in 1977, Eutelsat Communications is one of the world's leading
satellite operators. With a global fleet of satellites and associated ground
infrastructure, Eutelsat enables clients across Video, Data, Government, Fixed
and Mobile Broadband markets to communicate effectively to their
customers, irrespective of their location. Around 7,000 television channels
operated by leading media groups are broadcast by Eutelsat to one billion
viewers equipped for DTH reception or connected to terrestrial networks.
Committed to promoting all facets of sustainable development across its
business activities, Eutelsat leverages its in-orbit resources to help bridge the
digital divide while maintaining a safe and uncluttered space environment. As
an attractive and socially responsible employer, Eutelsat assembles 1,200
men and women from 50 countries who are dedicated to delivering the
highest quality of service.

Eutelsat Communications is listed on the Euronext Paris Stock Exchange
(ticker: ETL).

For more about Eutelsat go to www.eutelsat.com
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